Abstract. First we derive asymptotics for the derivatives of s-orthogonal polynomials and the derivatives of Cauchy principal value integrals associated with s-orthogonal polynomials. With the help of these results asymptotics for the quadrature weights of Gauss-Turán quadrature formulas are obtained. So far asymptotics have been known with respect to the Chebyshev weight function only.
Introduction. In 1950 Turán
introduced numerical quadrature formulas of the form f (t)dμ(t) = n ν=1 2s j=0 A j,ν,n f (j) (x ν,n ) + R n,s (f ), (1.1) −1 < x n,n < x n−1,n < · · · < x 1,n < 1, exact for polynomials of degree less or equal 2(s + 1)n − 1, i.e., n + a n−1 x n−1 + · · · + a 0 2s+2 dμ (x) or in other words, is a monic minimal polynomial with respect to the L 2s+2 (dμ) norm which is equivalent to the conditions that Naturally, and as pointed out by Turán [30] himself, we would like to know the behavior of the quadrature weights A j,ν,n , at least asymptotically. Note that the A j,ν,n 's can be represented in the form A j,ν,n = h j,ν,n (x)dμ(x), (1.5) where the h j,ν,n (x) are the fundamental polynomials of Hermite interpolation. But the representation of the fundamental polynomials in terms of the fundamental Lagrange interpolation polynomials becomes rather involved at an early stage such that it is difficult to work with. So far with the help of (1.5) only the positivity of the even weights A 2j,ν,n could be shown [12, 19] . By the way, this is the only information on the quadrature weights available for general weight functions. Other information is available only for the Chebyshev weight function, which will be discussed below.
For s = 0, that is, when (1.1) becomes the Gauss-quadrature formula, the behavior is well known and given by the beautiful so-called circle theorem. More This nice relation dates back to Szegö [27] . For a recent discussion of the circle theorem, see [5, 28] . Let us mention that now asymptotics for quadrature weights are available for positive interpolation quadrature formulas [21] even.
Obviously, it would be of foremost interest to know whether there are similar asymptotic laws for the quadrature weights of Gauss-Turán quadrature formulas. But so far, we have information on the weights for only the celebrated Chebyshev weight function dμ(x) = 1/ √ 1 − x 2 dx [7, 9, 13, 14] . Recall that in this special case the s-orthogonal polynomial is for every s ∈ N 0 := N ∪ {0} the Chebyshev polynomial, i.e.,T n,s (x; dμ) =T n (x) = 2 −n+1 cos(n arccos x), x ∈ [−1, 1]. Using the rich structure of the Chebyshev polynomials, Kis has shown in a lovely paper [9] that for any polynomial p ∈ P 2(s+1)n−1 
where x ν,n = cos
are the zeros ofT n (x). Denoting the weights of the GaussTurán quadrature formula with respect to the Chebyshev weight function by A C j,ν,n , one we may derive from (1.8), their asymptotic behavior, using (3.28) below in conjunction with induction arguments on the order of A C 2s−j,ν,n ; see pp. 545-546 and Theorem 4.1 in [14] (in Theorem 4.1 for s = 2r − 1, b s (x) should be replaced by
For error estimates of Gauss-Turán quadrature formulas with Chebyshev nodes, see [4, 17, 22] . Concerning numerical constructions, see [6, 8, 18, 24, 26] . A survey on Gauss-Turán quadrature formulas is given in [16] .
Let us roughly outline how we obtain asymptotics for the quadrature weights of the Gauss-Turán quadrature formulas. Put
, is some suitable normalization ofT n (x; μ) (see (3. 3)), and set
Stancu [25] has shown that
Next we observe that (1.14) which can be proved by induction arguments (see Lemma 6.2 below) and that [10] . They build the basis for the derivation of asymptotics for the derivatives of the s-orthogonal polynomials, given in section 3. Concerning properties of zeros of s-orthogonal polynomials, see [20] . One of the main challenges is the determination of asymptotics of the Cauchyprincipal value integrals from (1.15). We first demonstrate in section 2, Theorem 2.1, that for the Bernstein-Szegö weights they can be given explicitly even. With the help of this result, in section 4 we derive asymptotics for the Cauchy principal values with respect to general weight functions of the form (1.6), where for convenience w(x) = v 2s+2 (x) is considered. Finally in section 5 we present the asymptotics for the quadrature weights.
Bernstein-Szegö weight functions-Cauchy principal values.
Let g k (z) be a real polynomial of degree k which has all its zeros in |z| > 1, and put
Note that ρ k (cos ϕ) is a positive cosine polynomial of degree k. Bernstein [2, 3] (see also [1, pp. 278-280] 
where c n ∈ R\{0} and g *
denote the so-called reciprocal polynomial. In particular, by considering g 2 k (z) instead of g k (z) and p = 2s + 2, s ∈ N 0 , we obtain thatT
be a real polynomial of degree k which has all its zeros in |z| > 1. Then we put, x = cos ϕ,
where the d j,m 's are the Fourier coefficients of (cos ϕ) m , i.e.,
or explicitly that
Notation 2.2. For convenience we will use the differential operator D defined by
In particular, we have
where that branch of √ is chosen such that |z| < 1, and put for |z| ≤ 1
If m is odd, we have at the zeros
Proof. For the following let us point out that H m (z) is analytic on the closed unit disk |z| ≤ 1. By Schwarz formula
where we used the facts that by (2.4) and (2.7)
) and that by the choice of the branch of square root
This proves relation (2.11).
Taking into consideration
we obtain by the definition of Q 0 (y)
where the last equality follows by (2.10), (2.5), and (2.6). Thus relation (2.12) is proved.
Since H m (z) is analytic on |z| ≤ 1, we may moreover differentiate H m and obtain, in conjunction with (2.16), relation (2.13):
Concerning the last assertion (2.13), at the zeros x ν = cos ψ ν of T n (x), we have by (2.4) that
from which for j odd the vanishing property follows easily with the help of the first relation in (2.5) and (2.6), taking into account (2.8) and that m is odd. Now, if
Thus Φ k (ϕ) is strictly monotone increasing, with cos Φ k (0) = T n (1) > 0, and thus we may assume that Φ k (x ν ) = (2ν − 1) 
. Proceeding analogously for the even derivatives gives the assertion.
For the special case ρ k ≡ 1, we obtain
where T n (t) = 2 n−1T n (t), which can be deduced from the well-known relation
and (2.6) and (2.7) also.
In what follows, we need Lemma 2.1.
Proof. (a) Obviously,
Since T n (cos ψ ν ) = 0, it follows by the product rule that the jth derivative of the second summand at ϕ = ψ ν is zero for j = 0, 1, . . . , m − 1, which proves part (a). Concerning part (b), since, by (2.2) and (2.3), T n is minimal with respect to the
which is the stated relation.
Asymptotics for derivatives of s-orthogonal polynomials.
First we need some notation. 
Note that by the assumptions on v, the boundary values lim
Furthermore, for convenience, let us introduce the following normalized s-orthogonal polynomials, p = 2s + 2:
where
, we obtain by the normalization x = cos ϕ,
, and let π(z) be the associated Szegö-function. There exists a sequence of polynomials
Furthermore, for each k ≥ k 0 all zeros of g k (z) are in |z| > 1, and the zeros of g * k have no accumulation points on |z| = 1. Moreover, putting
we have for j = 0, . . . , l, n > k,
Proof. By the assumptions on v(cos ϕ), it follows that log v(cos ϕ) ∈ C m+α 2π . Hence, see [31, p. 121 
is analytic on |z| < 1 and has, recall (3.1), no zero on |z| ≤ 1, it follows by the maximum principle that
which implies, by (3.6), the assertion on the zeros.
Relation (3.8) now follows with the help of (3.6) and (3.5).
. Then the following statements hold:
Proof. Part (a) follows immediately by Bernstein's inequality. Concerning part (b), with the help of Markoff's inequality, see, e.g., [11] , we obtain
Hence, using Bernstein's inequality it follows that
which is the assertion.
, put μ = (l+α)/(2s+2), and let ρ k (cos ϕ) be given as in Lemma 3.1. Then the following statement holds for 0 ≤ j < μ and n > k :
and for 0 ≤ j < μ − 1 and n > k with k =Ȯ(n),
Proof. In [10] it has been shown by the Lipschitz continuity of the best approximation map that
, where the last equality follows by (3.8) and n > k. Applying Lemma 3.2 to
Concerning relation (3.11), first we claim that relation (3.11) holds when we replace the weight 1/ρ 2s+2 k (t) in the second integral by v 2s+2 (t). We put
and write the difference of the two integrands in the form 
Thus by (3.15), (3.10), and Leibniz's rule the claim follows.
Finally, relation (3.11) follows by recalling the fact that by (3.6) and (3.7) uniformly for ϕ ∈ [0, 2π],
Concerning relation (3.12), the difference of the jth derivative of the integrals in (3.12) is by (3.11) of the form
which gives with the help of the assertion (3.10).
Theorem 3.1. Let v(cos ϕ) ∈ C l+α 2π , put μ = (l + α)/(2s + 2), and let π(z) be the Szegö function associated with v(cos ϕ). Then the following statements hold:
(
ϕ=cos ψν
Proof. For abbreviation put G(z) = π 2 (z). By (3.8) and (3.10), for instance,
where the second equality follows by straightforward calculation. Thus part (a) is proved.
Concerning (b), for j = 2κ + 1 we obtain by (a) considering the first summand at the right-hand side only that
Now, by (3.10) and (3.8) for j = 0, at the zeros
and thus by For j = 2κ we obtain by (a) and (3.22 
Observing that, with the help of (3.22) , at the zeros of 
where we have used (3.23) in conjunction with (3.22) , the assertion follows by (3.24) taking into consideration (3.25)-(3.27) and the fact that |G(e iϕ )| = 1/v(cos ϕ). Obviously, taking a look at (3.20) and the proof, one could state (3.18) and (3.19) up to higher order, also.
Remark 3.1.
where τ ν (cos ϕ, sin ϕ) is a trigonometric polynomial of degree ≤ j − 1.
Corollary 3.1.
if 2κ + 1 < μ, and
Proof. First let us observe that
By Theorem 3.1 and Remark 3.1, it follows by induction arguments that
which yields, by Remark 3.1 again, relation (3.29). Relation (3.30) follows by observing that by Remark 3.1 and (3.31),
which gives, by (3.29) and Theorem 3.1, relation (3.30).
Cauchy principal values.
The following result is crucial in what follows.
), and let π(z) be the Szegö function associated with v(cos ϕ). Then uniformly on
where s 2s+1 is given by (2.6) and Φ and its derivatives are given by, j = 0, . . . , 2s,
Furthermore, at the zeros x ν = cos ψ ν of T n (x; v 2s+2 ), we have
Proof. By Proposition 3.1 we know that the left-hand side of (4.1) is for n > k, with k =Ȯ(n), up to order O(
where the second equality follows by Lemma 2.1 and the third equality by Theorem 2.1. As usualȮ( ) denotes the precise order. Recall that by (2.5)
Since by (3.6) uniformly on |z| ≤ 1
where Φ(ϕ) is given by (4.2), i.e., Φ(ϕ) = arg z n − 2 arg π(z). Observing that
, it follows that the higher derivatives 
Thus we may replace in the last line from (4.4) the argument Φ k (ϕ) by Φ(ϕ) and 1/|g k (cos ϕ)| 2 by v(cos ϕ), which yields relation (4.1). Concerning (4.3), we first observe that by (3.10) and (3.8), put j = 0,
and thus
where l ∈ Z. Now for sufficiently large k the argument Φ k is by (4.5) close to Φ; hence (see the proof of Theorem 2.1, last part), we may put l = ν. Thus
where the last equality has been demonstrated at the end of the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Remark 4.1. Recall that s 
in conjunction with Remark 3.1 and the relation 
Then the following asymptotics hold if 2κ + 2 < μ:
where s 
Since Φ (ϕ) =Ȯ(n), it follows that
and since s
Now by Theorem 4.1
With the help of Remark 3.1, (4.9), (4.10), and induction arguments, it follows that
which yields, by Remark 3.1, (4.11) in conjunction with (4.9), relation (4.7). Concerning relation (4.8), we observe that by Remark 3.1 and (4.12),
which gives by (4.11), (4.10), and (4.7) the assertion. Again the asymptotics could be given up to higher order.
Asymptotics of Gauss-Turán quadrature weights.
The main result of the paper is now as follows. 
be the Gauss-Turán quadrature formula, i.e., R n,s (p) = 0 for p ∈ P 2(s+1)n−1 . Then the quadrature weights associated with nodes x ν,n ∈ [−1+ , 1− ], where > 0 arbitrary but fixed, have the following asymptotic representation, j = 0, . . . , s: 
be the Gaussian quadrature formula, i.e., R 
The connection between Gauss-Turán quadrature formulas and (5.4) has been observed in [15] .
6. Proof of Theorem 5.1. First we need some auxiliaries concerning the representation of the quadrature weights, having in mind (1.11) and (1.14).
Lemma 6.1. Let p n−1 (x) be a polynomial of degree n−1 such that for j = 1, . . . , s, 2) from Lemma 6.1 holds. Now (6.14) follows by (6.13), using Corollary 4.1, Corollary 3.1, and induction arguments with respect to m. Concerning (6.15), let us first observe that by (6.14) and (6.2), the even terms in the sum (6.13) can be of maximal order 1/n 2s+1−2l only. Now the assertion follows by relation (6.4) from Lemma 6.1, Corollary 3.1, and Corollary 4.1.
The last statement follows with the help of (6.13), Corollary 4.1, (6.15), Lemma 6.1, and induction arguments using the facts that each summand in (6.13) is the product of an odd derivative and an evenÃ, or, conversely, since m is odd now, and that, putting f (x) = v (x)/v(x) and g(x) = x/(1 − x 2 ),
6.1. Proof of Theorem 5.1. By Lemma 6.2 only the constants in (6.15) and (6.16) remain to be determined. Recall that they do not depend on the weight function. Therefore, considering the Chebyshev weight function, i.e., v(x) ≡ 1, we obtain by (1.9) and (1.10) the constants we are looking for, up to the d l,s in front of v (x ν,n )/v(x ν,n ) in (6.16) .
To demonstrate that b 0,s and b 1,s in (5.2) are equal to one for arbitrary s ∈ N 0 , we calculate with the help of (6.13)Ã 2s,ν , . . . ,Ã 2s−3,ν explicitly. In fact, by what we know already, it would not be necessary to calculate the evenÃ 2s−2j,ν . First we note thatÃ (6.18) 
